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Message from the President
Hi all,
Hope you’ve all had a relaxing
break and you’re well refreshed
for another term of uni! This
year, we’ve decided to reformat
the newsletter to focus more on
chemistry students, instead of
collating one together with the
other STEM societies. I hope
this way we’re able to address
a variety of topics more of
interest to our members.

If you haven’t noticed yet, our
society is trying it’s best to
combat the climate crisis with
small acts such as decreasing
the use of single use cups at
ChemCafes. Our sustainability
and climate change-focused
conference in Term 1 was a
great success and we want to
keep working on this in Term
2 as well. I hope you could all
join us in this important goal of
making our society greener and
I’m looking forward to seeing
more travel mugs at ChemCafe
on Mondays!

ChemSoc or the department in
general, please let us know and
we’ll do our best to make sure
your voice is heard by the right
people. One great example of
this is our ongoing mission to
get a chemistry common room,
which has already seen a lot of
progress in the past months.
I hope you all have a good term
and wishing the best of luck to
all third years in their exams!

In Term 2, as always, we’ll be
working hard to give you things
- Jonas
to do along your studies. This
term, we’ve got weekly socials
that range from game nights to
circling and will be hosting the As always, if you feel like there
annual ChemBall on the 18th of is an event we should organise
or have any feedback related to
January!
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5-Week Calendar
A look ahead at what we’ve got on in the first five weeks of term
Games Night

1

Bar
Crawl

2

2

1

2
ChemBall 2020 - A
Night at the Oscars

3

Quiz Night with
Quiz Soc

POP! Circle
with BioSoc

4

4

3

3

3

Exec Nominations
Open
POP!
Circle
5

ChemContext

5

Reaching out with ChemSoc Outreach!
The Outreach Team has been busy
this year inspiring young minds with
exciting science demos in local primary
and secondary schools. We’ve seen a
rising demand for dry ice assemblies
and household chemistry workshops
– it’s certainly been a hectic, but very
rewarding, schedule! We’ve also had
the privilege of collaborating with
other ChemSoc Exec members on some
fantastic events including Our Green
Future, The Warwick Christmas Lectures,
and ACORNS.
Thank you to all the volunteers who’ve
helped make Outreach such a popular
and successful project. Being involved
with Outreach is a fulfilling experience,
beneficial to both school children and
volunteers alike. There are already events
lined up for Term 2, which are sure to be
a blast!
Written by Leanne Loveitt.
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Placement Updates
All the latest from Warwick students, at home and away
“I’m a third year Chemistry student currently working in
Gothenburg, Sweden at AstraZeneca. I’ve been working
in the iLAB, which contains chemistry automation (robotic
systems), DMTA Automation (automated synthesis)
and late-stage-functionalisation. More specifically, I’ve
been working in the Biocatalysis group, who work on
biocatalytic approaches for late-stage-functionalisation.

SACHA CHARLTON

So far, my placement year has been incredible. I’ve had
the opportunity to move to a different country and
completely go out of my comfort zone in terms of working
full-time in a lab. I’ve massively gained confidence
in my own practical and soft-skills and I can only see
that improving with more time. I’ve gained knowledge
in different analytical techniques and now have more
understanding of life in research.
I’m hoping to go travelling around Sweden and
neighbouring Scandinavian countries in my placement
year. Sweden is very different to the UK but I’ve enjoyed
getting to know a new country and being able to call it
home for a time.”
BILLY DYER

“I’m now four months into my work placement which is
actually in the Netherlands! Myself and another Warwick
student were very lucky to be given this opportunity
through the Chemistry department.
The company is called DSM. Formerly Dutch State Mines,
nowadays it is paving the way in the sustainable materials
market (as well as others – check out Bovaer). My role as
an intern is working on a recyclable carpet which is really
cool! I’m a massive advocate for a shift to more sustainable
and less harmful technologies, which makes this placement
super exciting for me.
Day-to-day I’m synthesising polyamides, performing
analysis (Rheology, DSC, Application testing [making
carpet!]) and drinking coffee – it’s the Dutch way.
Overall my experience of a work placement has been
fantastic! However, to my knowledge each placement
opportunity is unique and you should carefully consider
the company and type of work you would be doing, to
ensure that you can get the most out of your year and do
some chemistry that you really enjoy.
That’s all I can fit in for now. If you want to hear more of my
experience check out my Our Warwick blog!”
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New Arrivals

Introductions from our new members of staff

DR KATHARINA BRINKERT

DR SEB PIKE

“Hej everyone!

“Hello, I’m Seb.

I’m Katharina
and I recently
started here
at Warwick as
an Assistant
Professor
in Catalysis.
My research
focuses on the
conversion
of solar
energy into
fuels and chemicals such as hydrogen,
long-chain hydrocarbons and ammonia
using semiconductor-electrocatalyst
systems. The research area is also called
photoelectrocatalysis and we optimize our
systems for terrestrial and space applications.
Apart from chemistry, I’m into sports
(swimming, running, horseback riding...),
philosophical and political discussions, music
(flute, cello) and theatre (theory and practice).

I’m an inorganic
chemist with
research
interests
that sit at
the interface
between
molecular
and materials
chemistry.
I focus on
making cluster molecules that behave like
semiconducting metal oxide materials. My
group will be investigating how properties
change with size and how these clusters
can interact with light, in order to harness
solar energy to promote useful reactivity.
We’re developing new synthetic routes
using organometallic chemistry and use
lots of NMR spectroscopy and X-ray
crystallography.

My lab space is in MAS (4th floor) and my
office is currently in Engineering (A412) - you
are very welcome to drop by, I’m always
happy about visitors!”

I spend most of my spare time causing
mischief with my 1-year old son and
also enjoy cooking and exploring the
countryside.”

Got a story for the next issue of
the ChemSoc Newsletter? Doing
something scientific that you want to
share with the society?

Message Joe at
j.gilkes@warwick.ac.uk
to get your message out!
We hope you’ve enjoyed this issue of
the Newsletter. Look out for the next
issue at the start of Week 6.
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